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Finish more jobs per season
You can get more work done with less people on
the job. Cut time spent lifting and carrying so you
can get jobs done faster. Your work crew can place
trusses, lift components for upper-level remodeling
jobs, or place and distribute roofing materials in a
fraction of the time required to complete these jobs
manually. Customers will appreciate shorter project
times, and your work crew will be able to finish more
jobs per season.
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Lift and place large loads quickly

•
•
•
•

walls
shower stalls
shingles
masonry

•
•
•
•

bathtubs
drywall sheets
plywood
trusses

Save time and energy
Save time and energy with a versatile Tall Hand
Lifting System. Keep your crew adding value to raw
materials, rather than wasting time and their energy
lifting them. The system is mounted on a trailer for
quick transport to and from job sites. Its compact
size enables your crew to use the Tall Hand in tight
spaces and at remote locations. Tall Hand lifting
systems are quiet so you can operate in a residential
neighborhood with virtually no noise. And they are
environmentally friendly, have no emissions, no fuel,
and no hydraulic leaks. Avoid scheduling problems
when renting a crane from a rental service or other
contractor by investing in a Tall Hand Lifting System.

Call us for more information
Call Tall Hand Lifting Systems to discover how
you can raise your business to a higher level. You
can request a product demonstration and discuss
Tall Hand specifications and practical applications
with experienced builders. Extend your project
possibilities and elevate your business by calling
Tall Hand Lifting Systems today.

contact

You can keep your crew safe and
reduce time lost due to injuries with
a Tall Hand Lifting System. Your
work crew will be less likely to strain
muscles or sustain falling injuries
because they won’t have to wrestle
heavy loads up ladders or stairs.
Eliminate the risk and backbreaking
effort required to manually stand up
walls. A Tall Hand Lifting System lifts
and places:
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Keep Your Crew Safe
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A Tall Hand Lifting System will minimize awkward,
heavy lifting for work crews at jobs where a larger
crane is impractical. Rely on Tall Hand’s trailermounted, battery-operated, cable-controlled crane to
lift and place large loads quickly, accurately, and safely.
Your business can avoid accidents and reduce the risk
of injury caused by manual lifting. Get the most out of
your workforce and complete jobs sooner with the help
of a Tall Hand Lifting System.

906-523-4661
toll free: 877-523-4219
fax: 906-523-4219
rjanderson@chartermi.net
www.tallhand.com

Elevate your business
Tall Hand Lifting Systems are designed to elevate
your business. With Tall Hand, you can work
smarter by maximizing your workforce. Your crew
will cut time spent lifting and carrying, allowing
your business to work faster and finish more jobs
per season. Save time and energy with the Tall
Hand Lifting System. Your crew will be less likely
to strain muscles or sustain injuries. Work safer
and reduce time lost due to injuries. Elevate your
business with Tall Hand Lifting Systems.

Tall Hand Lifting Systems
Anderson Welding and Manufacturing, Inc
41315 Hwy US41
Chassell, MI 49916

Trailer Lifting Systems
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Tall Hand Advantages
50’ Lift Height
Raise Loads Up to 1000 lbs.
Deep Cell Battery Powered
Energy costs less than $1 per day.
Recharge Overnight or Operate from Idling Vehicle
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Trailer Lifting Systems

Lift and distribute: trusses, roofing, drywall, lumber,
walls, sheathing, light poles, concrete blocks, concrete
forms, rebar, and air makeup units or other roof
hardware.
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